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Abstract-We report Josephson and crystallographic 
properties or the Bl2Sr2CaCu2① Junctions 
fabricated on MgO(IOO) blcrystal substrates by a 
molecular・beam・epitaxy method lncorporallni: c O・ 
ev●porallon and sequential deposition techniques. 
With the sequential deposition technique which has 
the advantage or promoting the surrncc diffusion or 
adatoms, we oblnln~d the _ highly growth-controlled 
rums without prcclpllallon ・ or any second Impurity 
phases. During the film growth, the sha『P
rcrlectloo high-energy electron dlrrrnctlon 
(RHEED) patterns were also observed. However, I he 
RHEED patterns sho,vcd the a・b twin structures due 
to the lattice mismatch, which lnrluenced the 
Josephson transport properties at the Junction 
boundary. The normal resistance or the blcrystnl 
Junctloo was 1.5 S1 and the lcRn product was 0.75 
mV at 4.2 K. The Shapiro steps under millimeter-
W 亀veIrradiation were clearly observed up lo 65 K. 
We also observed the Josephson microwave sclr-
radiation spcctr● at 『ecclvlng frequency fR恥＝22
GHz. The observed Josephson transport proptrlits 
are discussed In relation to the microscopic 
crystallograplc proper lies. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A detailed study of microstructures and device 
characteristics of high-Tc superconducting(HTSC) bi crystal 

Josephson junctions is very important for uodcrs血 dingthe 
1ransport mechanism of lligh Tc o;r.idc supc『conductorru1d the 

application to electronic devices. In contrast to YI3CO 
bi crystal Josephson junctions, there are only a few re1>0rts on 
如 Josephsonmicrowave properties of the l3i-Sr-Ca-Cu-O 
(BSCCO) junctions [I), (2) because the epita,.ial growth of 

the single phase thin film is more difficult than tl1at of 
YBCO fi1111s and three different superconducting phases of 
恥 SrzCa0.1Cu00y(o=l-3) arc easy to be produced during 

the thin-film processing. Most measurements on the 
Josephson effect in OSCCO junctions were performed on the 
magi1etic-licld dependence of critical current. Thus. it is 
neば ssaryto demonstrate whether the l3SCCO Joscphson 
junction are uscful deviccs for microwave applications. As 
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comparing to SrTiO] substrates, in reality, it is more 

difficult to control the microstructures of the junction 
boun由ryon a YlgO bi crystal substrate. 

Among various tccl111iqucs to grow a 13i-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 tl11n 
film, molecular beam epita1ly (MBE) is山cmost promising 
method to control the microstructure in an atomic scale 
including epitnial orientation, and it allows in-silu 
observation of the crystal structure by reOection high-energy 

clcctrondiffraction(RHEED) during the film growth. There 
arc two mctliods for preparing BSCCO tltin film by MBE: 
cocvaporation [4] and sequential evaporation [5). In the 
previous report [2], we have investigated the Josephson 
transport and crystallographic properties of Bi2Sr2Can. 

1Cuぬy(22 I 2) bi crystal junctions using a coevaporation 

tccl皿qucby MBE. However, it yielded the strong a-b twin 
structure and山cbumpy-line boundaries including impurity 
phases. In this work, we report the crystallographic 
properties, the Josephson transport, and the microwave 
properties of Ilic 2212 bicrystal junctions fabricated on MgO 
substrates by a sequential deposition 111etl1od. We also discuss 

lhe intrinsic problems of tl1e micro-crystal structures of 2212 
filmaI山cJunction boundary. We used (100) MgO bicrystal 
substrate, instead of SrTiO] [3],[6], for the purpose of the 

high frequency microwave applications. 

II. EXP!:虫IM口vrAL

A sequential deposition ¥ecluuquc is an effective mel11od 
to suppress l11e precipitation of impurity phases and crthancc 
the lwo-<limcnsional growl11 because ll1c surface migration of 
adatoms can be enl1ancc<l during the interruption period (7] 
The layered 2212 films can be controlled sequentially by 
controlling the shullcrs of four Knudsen cells. The 22 I 2 
film was grown on (I 00) MgO bi crystal substrate with the 

misorientation angle 24° (5 
2. x 5 mm~ in size, Dowa Mining 

Co.. Ll<l.) by introducing the oxygc1llozooc mixture gas al a 

backgro皿 <lpressure of2.5xto・3 Pa with ozone content of 10 
% generated by an 01.onizcr. The growth tcmperat11J"c. was 
740℃ ru1d the growl11 rate was kept at about 0.075 111nls for 
2212 phase. The growtl1 intem1ption of 60 s af1cr JO sand 
60 s deposition was adopted. During the film growth. the 
crystal structure was monitored by in-situ RH日江）
measurement. Toe c-axis oriented films of 30-300 nm thick 
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Fi、.4. Typic●I I'. V cbuac1cri11ico o(• 2212 juoccioo p『ep●9edby lbe 
“queaual deに渾itioo匹 lhodoa • (100) Ma<> uodcr面CIOWIVeimdiaUOO 
o（山e（mqueacyト 6GHz ●1 52 K. n..umぃrsdeaOI• 山· •aeou• lioa 
level io dB. 

Fie3.. T●mpcr●ture de”●d●●cc or Rn and le or 1 2212 bicrystal 
Juocuoo p..p叫 bythe sequenti•I deposition method on 1 (100) M,。
b幻ysulsu切tnl<.

Fig. 2 shows the RHEED in1cnsi1y variation during lhc 
growth of lhc junction,D, where l11c repeated <let)0siuoIl 
and interruption times were 10 and 60 s, rcs1>Cctivcly. In 
order to compare the RHEED inlensity between the two 
methods, the RHEED of the junction A is shown in the 
inset of Fig.2. At the beginning, bo1h of the RHEED 
intensities decreased because the crys叫Iiロlionis disturbed 
by山CI四gelattice misma1cb between 2212 phase皿 dMgO 
substrate and then the RHEED inlcnsity recovered for a 
while. As the deposition thiekness was increased, the 
RHEED inlensity of the junetion B showed periodic 
oscillati叩 .sandbecame fully recovered to lhe level before lhe 
deposition. A the end of lhc deposition, lhe films grew wi1h 
smoolh surfaee on an alomic scale. However, 1hc RIIEED 
pallera of l11c junclion A did not recover the original level 
Tboc facls cl匹 lyshowed the difference in the film quali1y 
如 ween two methods. Thus, we may eoncludc lhni 1hc 
s~uential evaporation melho<l is quile suit.able for the grow1h 
of the high qualily epitaxial 2212 thin films,~i1h o111 
impurity phases，皿di I is ex peeled l11at山cgrai 11 boundary Is 
also aligned epitaxially according to the MgO bierys1al 
misoricntation angle without sceondary phases. 

The improved microslruclure of the 2212 films led to 
about four times higher cri1ical current density and 1hc 
四 nsitiontemperature up to 72-75 K as shown in Table I. 
Fig. 3 shows the lcmperature dependence of l11c critical 
C山TCntaiidthe normal resist.ancc(R11) of the junction B with 
dimensions of 20 μm wide and 150 nm !hick. R11 was 

determined by suppressing lhe critical currenl by microwave 
radiation. The R II value of山ejunclion D was about tlarcc 

times larger as compared with lhat of山ejunction A in l11c 
whole lempcrature region. Comparing to tbe YDCO 
bicrystal junction (9), !lie junction D showed hi辿erR11 

values. These facts provide the good imped山1ccrna1ching for 
111.1crowave CITCUIIS. 

The typical /. V charactcri actcristics under microwave inadiation 
噸山cfr<:<iucncy of fa36 GHz at 52 K arc shown in Fig. 4. 
The Rn of the junction B was about 1.5 0. The /岱n

product and山echaracteristic frequency were 0.75 m V and 
376 GHz at 4.2 K, respectively, which were also higher山m
L11osc of L11c junction A. Tbc Shapiro steps also showed 
rather sharp behavior. The Shapiro steps were observed for 
~e w_ide !.urge of temperature from 4.2 K up to 68 K clc.irly. 
For the Shapiro-step height dependence on the microwa;c 
irradiation, a good agreement have been achieved for small 
micr~w;we power. However, for higher microwave power, 
significant ~upression of the step amplitude and critieal 
current, as compared to L11e simulation based oo RSJ model. 
has been observed. for山cYBCO bicrystal junctions (9]. 
when the higher microwave field was irradiated,.the 
osciUation of Shapiro steps was clearely observed for step 
numbers much lugher山anthose expected for the RSJ modci 
These facts indicate the adclil1011al mechanism of the 
suppression of Shapiro-steps in DSCCO junctions. 

Fig. 5 shows the 1yp1c.，I 1-V cl -V C匹 aclcnsucand山ccun•cnt• 
dependent Jo.~ephson microwave self-radiation power}ヤl) nl 
4.2k. Thc dislInct l)Cak of L11c radiation J)()wer al receivin:: 

に

frequency/Rec= 22 Gl11. is fotu1d at V=45,,v. satisfying Lit~ 
basie Josephson-frequency relation. The叫 ibratcdobsen•ed 
radiation power was P(IJ=6:il0・ 13 W. The mc.isured value is 
one order of magnitude smaller th皿 thatof the Y BCO 
bicrystal j~nctioo, however, it is about four times higher 

血 II畑 ofL11e junction A. Note, the Josephson miero~ave 
self_-radialion strong I y depends on山cL11cjw1etion parameter.;, 
such as le and Rn, Considering如 Josephsonparameter sel 

of山cjunction A,山eself-radiation properties should haye 
been much better山anthose of YBCO junetions. However, 
we could not observed the eharaetcristics expceted for the 
Junction par血 etersof junction A. 

In general. the ebaraetcristic frequency of the 2212 
hi crystal junctions, which gives the high-frequency limit to 
Ll1e Josephson junction. is smaller than that of山CYBCO 
b1erystal j JUnclions, in spite of山 Je same Josephson jtUJetion 
parameters of Rn and le as the YBCO bicrystal junctioll5 as 



shown in [9]. In practice, the YBCO bicrystal junctions 
have much better characteristics than those of DSCCO. The 
/. V characteristics of the YBCO junctions were conventional 
RSJ-like皿 dthe Shapiro steps could be observed up to 8 
mV. On the other hand, the high-frequency properties of 
BSCCO bicrystal junctions appeared to be rather poor. 1l1CSe 
facts suggest that the microscopic nature of BSCCO 
Josephson junctions are different from that of the YBCO 
junctions. The poor nature of high frequency characteristics 
could be caused by the influence of the BSCCO crystal 
structure at the grain boundary containing the a-b twin 
strucrures皿 dthe small grain boundary facets. Thus, a 
special bicrystal substrate may be required in order to 
overcome these intriwic limitations. 
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Fi9• 5. Typic•I I V . ebIr●Cle『istic●ndthc Jo●epbsoo microw•ve sel(. 
'."di●tioo S19••l ●I rceivi•I frequency征~22 GHz for• 2212 -~icゥSI•l
'•1actioo_ p匹 I『edby 1be sequcuti●I deposition匹 1bodon_ a (I 00_) M.I゚
:rys<al substrate al 4.2 K. Tbc inscl b●r indicIICS Ihc olibrItIOn 

.• mper●Iure o(1be 9i9D●I of 10 K. 

Note that, the 1-V ch紅acteristicsclose to that predicted by 
the resistively shunted junction model were obtained above 
30-35 Kand, as temperature decreased, the 1-V characteristics 
gradually changed from RSJ-type to the Ou:it-Oow type 
accompan畑gthe rounding effect. These results reflect tl1a1 
the 1-V ch叩 cteristicsof tl1e Ou,c-Oow type with rounding at 
low temperature might arise from the nnisotropy of 1he 
transport ch血 cteristics皿 dthe microscopic wavy structure at 
the bicrystal junction boundary. The imperfect cryst:tllites 
such as a-b axes twin structure and small釘ainboundary 
facets at the bicrystal junction interface may affect the 
magni rude of Josephson currenば odthe spatial distribution of 
Josephson transport current. In particular, the presence of 
strong in-plnne twin structures at lhe junction boundary, 
2212[100]11Mg0 (100] and 2212[110)11Mg0 (110). should 
affect the Josephson properties largely since ench microscopic 
interface has two different叩 stalorientations with respect lo 
the: MgO substrate. For the bicrystal junctions, the 

2JO3 

magnitude of Josephson current strongly depended on the 
bicrystal angle. The (100) in-plane direction should align 
with (100) wi山 theangle of 12 • and 102 • with respect to 
山ejuoction boundary. Thus會 itis possible to consider two 
different current-phase relations and the mixture effect would 
be expected for the Josephson transport and microwave 
properties of the 2212 bicrystal junctions. because the 
Josephson curren1 across 1he釘ainboundary strongly depends 
on the right-and lef1-crys1al Mglcs relatively 10 the interface 
boundary. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We report the Josephson and the aystallo炉 phic
properties of the 2212 junctions fabricated on MgO (100) 
bicrystal substrates by a MBE method incorporating 
sequential evaporation technique. With the sequential 
deposition teclmique, we obtained the highly grow山
controlled films without precipitation of any second impurity 
phases. During the film growth, the sharp RHEED patterns 
were also observed. The Shapiro steps under the millimeter-
wave irradiation and the Josephson self-radiation spectra at 
rcuivingfrC4ucncyfREc=22 GHz were clearly observed up to 

68 K. In order to improve Josephson transport properties, it 
is necessary to use a novel substrate which can control the 
growth of twin s[ruc(Ure. 
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